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10-31-19
Elizabeth L. Anderson
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Vermont Attorney General
109 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05609-1001
RE:

Officer Cory Campbell - In Re Death of D. Kilburn (Matter No. 201903209), Agreement - 38943

Dear Ms. Anderson:
In September of this year you asked me to review information and then offer
objective opinions concerning the police practices involved during the interaction between
Officer Cory Campbell and Mr. Douglas Kilburn. I agreed to do so as a non-compensated
police practices expert. I was provided with the case file, requested and received additional
material, and then reached my conclusions by reviewing the material and drawing upon the
totality of my knowledge, training, and forty-year police experience. Upon this review and
consideration, I offer the following information and opinions.
Case Overview:
On 3-11-19, Officer Cory Campbell submitted a written report detailing the two
interactions that he had with Mr. Douglas Kilburn at the University of Vermont Medical
Center.
1. On March 11, 2019, at 1743 hours I responded to the UVMMC Emergency Room for
an "irate individual arguing with security and refusing to leave." On arrival I was flagged
down by an individual, later identified as Douglas Kilburn (11/12/1964). 1 Douglas advised
that I was "here for him." Douglas advised that he was at the ER because his wife was there
for treatment and he was waiting in the waiting room to see her. Kilburn advised that
security staff were "cock roaches." I asked Kilburn to wait outside and I would talk to
security staff and figure out which room his wife was in. Security advised that they did not
want him trespassed but wanted him calmed down. I located Kilburn's wife and escorted
Kilburn to her room and asked him to remain civil.
2. I cleared from the call and immediately took another call at the hospital. While escorting
a different individual out the ER from incident 19BU004928, I observed a dark colored
SUV parked in the emergency ambulance bay. UVMMC Security ran past and confronted
the driver who was Kilburn from my previous incident. Security was arguing with Kilburn
and Kilburn was yelling and pointing at staff from inside his car. I turned to Security and
asked if he was going to be trespassed and they advised they were not sure. Kilburn
continued to yell in an aggressive nature at staff and me. Kilburn stated to the effect the he
1
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would never be trespassed. I yelled to Kilburn to "just leave" and he continued to be irate
towards staff. I then stated to the effect "just fucking leave and get out here." Kilburn turned
towards me and stated to the effect "you can't swear and me you fucking punk!" Kilburn
then glared at me and unlocked his car door and started to step out. I walked over to the
door and grabbed his left arm in an attempt to handcuff him. Kilburn clinched his right fist
and punched me, hitting my lower left jaw causing me pain. On the pain scale of 0-10 it
was a 3. I then punched Kilburn in the right eye 3 times causing him to fall to the ground.
I placed Kilburn into handcuffs and observed Kilburn to be bleeding heavily from the right
eye. Kilburn was brought into the ER to be evaluated. 2
Opinion 1:
The report narrative accurately characterizes the first interaction that occurred
between Officer Cory Campbell and Mr. Douglas Kilburn.
Basis for opinion 1:
Officer Campbell’s body worn camera documents and corroborates the written
report he submitted that detailed the interaction after Mr. Kilburn had been ejected from
the hospital by security staff.

Mr. Kilburn explaining that his wife was a patient in serious medical condition, and that he
had been ordered out of the hospital by security.3

2
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Mr. Kilburn being reunited with his wife. Officer Campbell had spoken with him about not
causing any more problems. Mr. Kilburn extended his hand-which was accepted by
Campbell-and said, “I give you my word”. 4
Opinion 2:
Officer Campbell demonstrated empathy, patience, and professionalism during his
initial interaction with Mr. Kilburn.
Basis for opinion 2:
The video documents Officer Campbell interceding with security on behalf of Mr.
Kilburn, in order for him to be with his wife. It would have been easier for Campbell to tell
Mr. Kilburn on the parking lot that due to his disruptive behavior and the derogatory
comments he directed towards security, he was no longer welcome in the hospital. Instead,
Campbell viewed the situation in the proper context and provided compassionate police
service, by re-connecting Mr. Kilburn with his wife during a stressful family situation.

4
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Opinion 3:
The report narrative accurately characterizes the second interaction that occurred
between Officer Cory Campbell and Mr. Douglas Kilburn.
Basis for opinion 3:
Officer Campbell’s body worn camera documents and corroborates the second
interaction with Mr. Kilburn, up to the point where the verbal interaction escalates, and Mr.
Kilburn exits his vehicle and advances on Officer Campbell. The physical interaction that
followed is not clearly documented on the body worn video, or UVM security video.

Body worn camera still frame as Officer Campbell is directing Mr. Kilburn to leave. 5

Mr. Kilburn continues to yell at security staff, as Officer Campbell says “shut the fuck up
and leave. Go. They don’t want you here”. 6
5
6
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Mr. Kilburn turns in response to Officer Campbell’s directive, and asks “did you swear at
me”? Campbell says “Yes, I did”. Mr. Kilburn responds, “you’re a fucking punk” 7

Officer Campbell replies, “yea, whatever”, and turns/begins walking away towards his
police vehicle and the civilian he had been escorting. 8 Kilburn continues to yell profanities
as Campbell walks away. Kilburn does not leave as directed multiple times.

7
8
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Officer Campbell turns back around and observes Security Officer Heather Gray again
telling Mr. Kilburn to leave.

Mr. Kilburn exiting while saying “you ain’t got a right to swear at me”. 9
9
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Officer Campbell attempts to stop Mr. Kilburn from exiting the vehicle. 10

Mr. Kilburn finishes the statement with “motherfucker”, and it appears his upper body is
rotating from left to right in a manner consistent with throwing a right “hook” punch. 11

10
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UVM security video as Officer Campbell initially interacts with Mr. Kilburn

Officer Campbell pointing as he directs Mr. Kilburn to leave
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Officer Campbell interacting with Mr. Kilburn as the car door opens.

Officer Campbell and Mr. Kilburn have moved out of view, as security officer Gray
watches, and security officer Howard runs up to assist Campbell.
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Mr. Kilburn is placed face down on the ground and secured in handcuffs. 12
The video record does not clearly indict what occurred after Mr. Kilburn exited the
vehicle. Officer Campbell reported 13 that Mr. Kilburn struck him in the face with his right
fist.
Security officer Heather Gray witnessed the interaction, and she was interviewed
by Vermont State Police Investigators and reported the following:
“Kilburn then put his vehicle in park and started to take his seatbelt off. Kilburn then exited
his vehicle as Campbell approached the vehicle. Campbell then tried to get Kilburn back
into his vehicle by, "grabbing his arm slightly." Gray stated that she observed Kilburn,
"aggressive posturing" when he exited his vehicle and was, "moving really fast." Gray
continued that Gray got, "too close to Officer Campbell and that he [Officer Campbell]
was just trying to move him back." Gray stated that Kilburn, "ended up striking Officer
Kilburn in the chest." Gray stated that she moved off to the side and that she saw the strike
to the chest but she did not see what happened after that. Gray stated that Campbell tried
to gain control of Kilburn and, "put him against the vehicle, but Kilburn was fighting
against him and Officer Campbell ended up striking Kilburn in the face." Gray stated that
she saw this. Gray described the strike as a, "punch" and that Kilburn, "was still fighting."14
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Security officer Richard Howard witnessed the interaction, and he was interviewed
by Vermont State Police Investigators and reported the following:
Howard advised that the suspect, Douglas Kilburn, was "parked out in the ambulance bay"
and that he was, "sideways" which was in the way of ambulance traffic. While Kilburn was
parked in the evidence bay and sitting in the driver's seat, UVMMC Officer Heather Gray
made contact with him and was attempting to get him to move. Howard explained that a
Burlington officer, later identified as Officer Campbell was escorting another individual
out of the emergency room and that Kilburn was told by Officer Campbell to, "get the hell
out of here. You don't need to be here. They don't want you here." Howard continued, "the
gentleman started mouthing off" and attempted to exit his vehicle but got "hung" up by the
seat belt initially. Howard stated that Campbell tried to keep Kilburn inside the vehicle, but
Kilburn eventually exited the vehicle and struck Campbell in the chest with his forearm
and then punched him in the lip. Howard continued that Campbell then returned, "two or
three punches" to Kilburn's face. Howard then was able to take control of Kilburn with
Campbell and Kilburn was handcuffed.
Civilian Richard North was the person being escorted from the hospital by Officer
Campbell just prior to the interaction. He was interviewed by Vermont State Police
Investigators but was unable to provide any information concerning what occurred.
Opinion 4:
The language used by Officer Campbell was a precipitating factor, associated with
the onset of Mr. Kilburn’s assaultive course of action/behavior directed at Officer
Campbell.
Basis for opinion 4:
See video #2 B362 AXON_Body_2_Video_2019-03-11_1808, which documents
how Mr. Kilburn reacting to Officer Campbell telling him to “shut the fuck up and leave.
Go. They don’t want you here”. 15
Opinion 5:
Police officers should not use profanity when verbally interacting with citizens.
Basis for opinion 5:
Contemporary police training, policy, and practice generally prohibits officers from
using rude or profane language. Some in police management circles have argued that at
times it is appropriate and even necessary for officers to “get down to a suspects level”.
Most managers disagree with this, and take the position of noted police defensive tactics
instructor Gary Klugiewicz who says that using profanity can “set someone off,” make an
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officer appear unprofessional and uncontrolled, and have a negative impact on court
proceedings. 16
Opinion 6:
Officer Campbell’s return to Mr. Kilburn’s vehicle after walking away was a
precipitating factor, associated with the onset of Mr. Kilburn’s assaultive course of
action/behavior directed at Officer Campbell.
Basis for Opinion 6:
See video #2 B362 AXON_Body_2_Video_2019-03-11_1808, beginning at 00:48.
This documents Officer Campbell turning away from Mr. Kilburn and walking towards his
police car-as Mr. Kilburn yells profanity-and at 00:52 Officer Campbell turns back around
and returns to drivers side area of Mr. Kilburn’s vehicle. 17
Officer Campbell’s narrative report suggests that Mr. Kilburn “glared at him and
unlocked his door and started to step out” immediately after saying "you can't swear at me
you fucking punk!" The video reveals that Mr. Kilburn says, “you’re a fucking punk” at
00:48. Officer Campbell turns away while saying “yea, whatever”, and begins walking
towards his vehicle. Mr. Kilburn continues to yell. At 00:52 Officer Campbell stops
walking away, turns around, and walks back towards the drivers side of Mr. Kilburn’s
vehicle-who then exits the car, advances towards the officer.
Opinion 7:
The precipitating factors (opinions 4 and 6 above) referenced above did not create
a basis or justification for the illegal, aggressive, and assaultive behavior directed by Mr.
Kilburn towards Officer Campbell.
Basis for Opinion 7:
The precipitating factors are referenced above because they are specific actions
taken by Officer Campbell that are directly associated with the onset of the violent course
of action taken by Mr. Kilburn. That does not mean Officer Campbell’s actions “caused”
Mr. Kilburn to attack him, or in any way justify the attack. It does mean that as professional
police practitioners we must objectively assess the way we interact with irate and irrational
people, identify officer behavior that is associated with a violent response, and then
determine from a policy and training perspective whether that behavior should be
encouraged or discouraged. In the immediate case and as previously stated, officers should
refrain from using profanity. Likewise, Officer Campbell acted appropriately when he
“returned” to interact with Mr. Kilburn after initially walking away. Mr. Kilburn had
continued to profanely interact with hospital security personnel, and he was still refusing
to leave. Accordingly, Officer Campbell needed to resolve the problem that Mr. Kilburn
was creating.
16
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Opinion 8:
The closed fist strikes delivered by Officer Campbell to the face of Mr. Douglas
Kilburn were in self-defense, based on adequate cause and provocation, and were generally
consistent with contemporary police training, policy, and practice.
Basis for opinion 8:
In assessing whether the decision to use a closed fist strike (straight punch) and the
manner of use (number of strikes) was appropriate and consistent with contemporary and
professional police practice, the totality of circumstances presented should be viewed in
the context of the key factors referenced under Graham v. Connor. 18
• The severity of the crime involved: Based on the officer statement, video review,
and statements of the two witnesses on scene, it appears clear that Mr. Douglas
Kilburn attacked and assaulted Officer Cory Campbell by striking him in the face
with his closed fist.
• The immediate threat to the safety of officers or others: A reasonable, prudent,
and properly trained police officer facing these or similar circumstances would have
reasonably believed that they were in immediate danger of physical injury from the
suspects attack-and that others on scene would be in immediate danger unless the
attack was stopped immediately and the suspect taken into custody.
• The suspect actively resisting seizure: Mr. Kilburn was actively and violently
resisting seizure, as he attacked Officer Campbell by striking him in the face with
his fist.
• Rapidly evolving circumstances: The facts in this case are reflective of tense,
uncertain, and rapidly evolving circumstances.
Considerations on the decision to use the closed fist strike: In consideration of the
circumstances outlined above, a prudent and properly trained police officer facing these or
similar circumstances would have believed that the key factors in Graham v. Connor 19 had
been met, and that it would be appropriate to use personal weapons/striking force (closed
fist strike) to stop the assault that was occurring, overcome resistance to control, and
facilitate handcuffing. Mr. Kilburn struck Officer Campbell in the face with his fist.
Striking him back to prevent further assault was appropriate, proportional to the threat
presented, and generally consistent with contemporary police training, policy, and practice.
I requested and was provided training material that specifically addressed the
defensive tactics instruction that had been provided to Officer Campbell. Both training
systems referenced (Krav Maga and Safariland) are recognized as generally accepted and
profession defensive tactics programs, and both teach and advocate a closed fist strike
(straight punch) to the face to stop and repel overtly assaultive striking behavior such as
demonstrated by Mr. Kilburn.

18
19
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Agency training material that illustrates the use of the straight punch. 20
In addition, Pressure Point Control Tactics (PPCT) is one of the most recognized and
widely used defensive tactics systems in American Policing, and the PPCT system
advocates the use of a straight punch to “stop the forward momentum of an aggressive
offender, and set the offender up for follow up control techniques”. 21 That is exactly what
Officer Campbell used the straight punch for in this case.
Manner of use (decision to use three strikes): The standard for assessing a police officers
use of force is that it must be objectively reasonable, in consideration of the totality of
circumstances presented. As outlined above, Officer Campbell’s decision to use a closed
fist strike in response to and defense of a closed fist strike attack was clearly objectively
reasonable. Assessing the appropriateness of using three strikes is less clear, because:
• The video does not show what was occurring as each of the strikes was being
delivered.
• Officer Campbell did not provide an explanation of why three strikes were
delivered in his report, and he was not interviewed after the incident to provide any
additional information.
Police officers are generally trained to use reasonable force to stop a threat/assault,
prevent a threat/assault, and overcome resistance to control and facilitate handcuffing.
They are also trained to use the amount of force reasonably believed to be necessary to
accomplish the objective, and to stop using force when the threat has been stopped and the
subject is under control.
In the immediate case Mr. Kilburn attacked Officer Campbell and struck him in the
face with a closed fist. Officer Campbell reported that he responded to this attack by
striking Mr. Kilburn three times in the face. Witness Gray said that Officer Campbell struck
Mr. Kilburn “a punch” in the face. Witness Howard said that Officer Campbell struck Mr.
Kilburn “2-3 times in the face”. The videos do not show the punches being delivered, but
20
21
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they do show that they were delivered in a split second, and that none of the blows were
delivered after Mr. Kilburn was taken to the ground and under control.
In consideration of the totality of circumstances presented, the speed in which the
attack was initiated and overcome, and the absence of any force being used once Mr.
Kilburn was subdued, it is my opinion that Officer Campbell reacted to being attacked and
punched in the face with a series (three) of rapid punches in self-defense, to prevent further
assault, and to set up Mr. Kilburn for control and handcuffing. That was appropriate, not
excessive, and consistent with a prudent and properly trained police officer facing these or
similar circumstances.
Opinion 9:
Contemporary police training, policy, and practice are considering defensive tactics
and control systems that rely less on closed fist strikes to the face, and more on techniques
such as palm heel strikes that accomplish the same objective, with less potential for injury
to officers and suspects.
Basis for opinion 9:
Police officers have been trained to use closed fist strikes since the inception of
defensive tactics, but over time have learned that closed fist strikes often result in injuries
to officers and suspects alike. In response to this contemporary agencies are teaching
alternative strategies that have a proven potential to stop an attack and overcome resistance,
while reducing the chance of injury. The training material provided in this case included
numerous references to striking and control techniques that did not involve a closed fist to
the face. That is not to suggest that the closed fist strike is not a viable option when under
a direct attack-as in this case, but that alternative strategy considerations are appropriate in
some circumstances, and that the involved agency in this case teaches and advocates those
alternatives as well as a closed fist punch.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is a true and accurate statement
of my opinions in this case, and that they are objectively offered with a reasonable degree
of professional certainty.

Steve Ijames
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Steve Ijames has been a police officer since 1979, and retired as an assistant chief with the
Springfield, Missouri Police Department. Since then he has served as chief of police in
Republic and Ozark, Missouri. Ijames has a bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice, a
master’s degree in Public Administration, and is a graduate of the 186th FBI National
Academy.
Ijames has served in, supervised, and commanded a variety of assignments including
uniformed patrol, criminal investigations, undercover narcotics, and Special Weapons and
Tactics (SWAT). Ijames was an original member of the National Tactical Officers
Association (NTOA) board of directors, and created the less lethal force (impact
projectiles, chemical munitions, and noise flash diversionary devices) instructor/trainer
programs for the NTOA and the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP).
Ijames is the author of the IACP National Policy Center model policies involving those
technologies as well as hostage situations, barricaded subjects, and their position papers on
SWAT and patrol rifles.
Ijames has personally applied resistance control measures in police operations ranging
from empty hand control to deadly firearm force. Ijames has participated in, supervised, or
commanded the service of approximately 2,500 search warrant entries, the resolution of
approximately 150 barricaded suspect situations, and the freeing of hostages in seven
cases-two involving long rifle deployment and three involving crisis/rescue entry.
Ijames has provided less lethal force, Tactical/patrol Command, and counter terrorism
training on behalf of the IACP and the U.S. Department of State across North America and
in 33 other countries including such places as Tanzania, Bosnia, Somalia, Haiti, El
Salvador, Yemen, Pakistan, Indonesia, and East Timor.
Ijames has served on a variety of high profile critical incident and investigative police
commissions, has reviewed approximately 3,000 police use of force cases for agencies such
as the Los Angeles, Chicago, Phoenix, and Philadelphia Police Departments-and provides
policy, training, and litigation consulting in a wide variety of tactical, resistance control,
special operations, and agency structure related areas. He served as the police practices/use
of force expert in the Michael Brown case, in Ferguson, Mo.
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